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A shop offers coffee, cold drink and lassi in beverages. The number of beverages con-

sumed is different on the four different days of Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sun-

day. 

The average number of cold drink consumed on all four days together is 142.5 which 

is 18.75 less than the average coffee consumed on all the four days and the average 

number of beverages consumed on sunday are 166(2/3). The following is the addi-

tional information known about the different beverages.  

Coffee: Number of coffee consumed on Thursday, Friday and Sunday is in the ratio 

7:4:6 and on Saturday it is 220.  

Cold drink: Total number of cold drink consumed on Friday and Sunday taken to-

gether is 10 more than that consumed on Thursday. The number of cold drink con-

sumed on Saturday is 20% less than on Thursday and ratio of cold drink consumed on 

Friday to that on Sunday is 17:25. 

Lassi: Total number of lassi consumed on Thursday, Friday and Saturday is equal to 

the total beverages consumed on Sunday and the difference between the consump-

tion of lassi on Thursday to that on Saturday is 40 which is 83(1/3) % less than on Fri-

day. Consumption of all the beverages on Thursday was highest 

1) If the total drinks consumed on Sunday becomes 10% less than the actual and 

consumption of coffee, cold drink and lassi is in ratio 1:5:3 then find the number of 

cold drink and lassi consumed? 

a) 400     b) 260     c) 200     d) 300     e) 260 

2) If the cost of 1 coffee is Rs. 120 and 1 lassi is Rs. 40, then what is the ratio of the 

total price of coffee consumed on Friday to the lassi consumed on Sunday? 

a) 5:3     b) 6:5     c) 4:3     d) 4:9     e) None 
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3) On which day total coffee and cold drink consumed is Maximum? 

a) Thursday     b) Sunday     c) Saturday     d) Friday     e) None 

4) Find the difference between the total number of lassi consumed on Friday and 

Sunday together to the total number of coffee consumed on Saturday and Thursday 

together? 

a) 50     b) 60     c) 80     d) 70     e) None 

5) If on Monday, coffee is 40% more than that on saturday, cold drink consumed is 

equal to the total lassi consumed on Thursday and Saturday taken together while 

the consumption of lassi is same as that on Sunday, then the total beverages con-

sumed on Monday is more/less than on Thursday? 

a) 250 more     b) 268 less     c) 268 more     d) both are equal     e) None 
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